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Abstract. Current problems of criminalistic security of business and entrepreneurial activity as a new direction in criminalistics are studied. It is noted that in today’s realities there is a need for the formation and development of the theory of criminalistic security of entrepreneurial activity and business, an integral part of which is criminalistic information security. It’s substantiated that the question of the need to solve the problems of criminalistics in the field of protection of business from illegal criminal prosecution, which are quite relevant and need to be addressed as soon as possible, is quite acute. The most relevant areas of criminalistic business security, which will determine the need for further research in this area of knowledge.

Formulation of the problem. Today, the problems of ensuring the safety of entrepreneurial activity and business in the legal literature is given special attention, because the state of security in doing business is a vital condition for the normal operation of any business entity, regardless of its form of ownership. The urgency of the study of this issue is due primarily to the needs of practice in the field of business protection and finds expression both in the practical implementation of business objects of technical and organizational measures aimed at ensuring the safety of their work, and in developing theoretical and methodological justifications areas of knowledge and practical recommendations [1; 2; 3]. Recently, a number of studies have been conducted on this issue [4; 5; 6], in this regard, we can talk about the emergence of a new doctrine - the criminalistic theory of security of entrepreneurial activity and business, which has its own subject, principles, tasks, objects and a pronounced applied nature. We are talking about the application of criminalistic knowledge outside the criminal process, which is formed within the subject of criminalistics in terms of developing preventive measures and is considered as one of the areas of criminalistic prevention [7; 8]. Therefore, today the development of problems of criminalistic security of entrepreneurial business in Ukraine is one of the priorities of criminalistics and the urgent need for practice.

Presenting main material. Recently, the doctrine of criminalistics has been widely discussed about the possibility of going beyond the traditional ideas about the subject of this science and in what form it should happen [9; 10; 11]. Today, the question is debatable: should we talk about replenishing the system of certain criminalistic theories with new ones, in particular, through the creative use of the achievements of basic and applied sciences. In addition, the issue of the need to develop ways and forms of using criminalistic tools, techniques and methods in civil, administrative and arbitration proceedings, that is to say “the actual criminalistics in law enforcement” or the further expansion of the application of criminalistic knowledge, going beyond the judiciary and raising the question of the application of
criminalistic knowledge in various types of legal activity.

The current state and trends in the development of criminalistic knowledge in today's realities require the expansion of the study of criminalistics and its further development taking into account changes in criminal procedure legislation and the transformation of modern crime. At the same time, in this case, in our opinion, it is necessary to take into account the remarks of V.A. Zhuravel, who notes that indeed, in recent years the scope of criminalistic knowledge has expanded significantly and now is not limited to criminal offenses, but extends to public relations legal regulation. But the scope of certain criminalistic knowledge (tools, techniques, recommendations) and the subject of research in criminalistic science - are different things, between them can not be equated and on this basis to argue that criminalistics examines the patterns of information about any legal phenomenon in society. Criminalistics still has a dual object of study - criminal activity and its consequences and activities for the detection and investigation of criminal offenses, the trial of criminal proceedings (cases) [12, с. 228].

In our opinion, it is necessary to be quite careful in expanding the scope of criminalistics, taking into account its subject and object. Therefore, the improvement of the system and structure of criminalistics should be carried out taking into account the existing scientific paradigms regarding its subject and object, as the system of science is in some way structured knowledge about the subject and object they study. It is obvious that the main role in law enforcement is played by knowledge of the relevant norms and branches of law. However, as evidenced by the practice of law enforcement, it is essential to know the possibilities of other legal non-branch sciences, which develop modern technologies for finding and working with any legal facts, in particular, such a science is criminalistics, which in contrast to legal sciences, studying certain branches of law and certain types of legal relations, criminalistics considers the investigation of the event as a holistic system, covering its substantive, procedural and factual nature and requires for its analysis the use of the fullness of general and specialized scientific knowledge [13; 14; 15].

Today, criminalistics has a fairly large arsenal of technical means, tactics and guidelines needed for quality investigation and prevention of criminal and other offenses and, moreover, that can be applied in judicial and legal practice, as well as in activities that is outside the scope of direct proceedings. Criminalistics develops tools, techniques and methods for detecting, terminating, disclosing and investigating criminal and other offenses both within criminal and other types of proceedings and outside them, including various types of legal practices. The process of formalizing evidentiary information is currently underway [16], which applies not only to criminal proceedings, but is aimed at continuous improvement of the arsenal of criminalistic technologies to work with any legally relevant information, the possibilities of criminalistics in law enforcement have increased even more [17; 18], including business security.

It’s worth noting that the tasks of modern criminalistics are constantly changing under the influence of various circumstances, global threats, information influences and various epidemics. Philosophy and ideology of criminalistics, founded in his time by G. Gross [19, с. 8], represents an ideal model for solving all basic problems of law enforcement: collection and use of various sources of information (technology), analysis of the interaction of business entities (tactics), organization and management of processes and strategies, investigations (methods). The founder of criminalistics drew attention to the practical value of scientific developments and their applied nature.

Criminalistics doctrine has repeatedly raised the question of criminalistic
scientists to expand the application of criminalistic knowledge, justify the application of criminalistic methods in various legal fields, in particular, in the judiciary in criminal and civil, administrative and arbitration proceedings, and advocacy, notary, etc. Moreover, the modern development of criminalistics provides opportunities to use its knowledge not only in the field of justice, but also its tools and methods have been in demand in various spheres of life and activity that are far from the administration of justice [20; 21; 22]. Therefore, today criminalistics is a developed field of knowledge, which has a huge arsenal of technical, tactical and methodological tools of investigation and trial, which can form theories and teachings that can be widely used in the judiciary and in general in various fields of human activity.

In modern conditions, with the development of market relations, the bases of application of methods and means of criminalistics, the function of which is purely preventive, are becoming in great demand. Their purpose is to assist in complying with legal requirements in various judicial and non-judicial spheres of public relations, such as business security and entrepreneurial activities. Criminalistics today should focus on servicing the professional activities of specialists in various legal and other professions. Identification, consolidation, research and evaluation of evidence and other indicative (auxiliary) information in other (non-criminal) proceedings, as well as in the field of business security inevitably requires and will require the use of criminalistic tools and modern criminalistic capabilities.

Today it’s obvious that doing business is often dangerous for the life, health and financial situation of participants in this activity. Entrepreneur, the activities of his company (firm), property are exposed to constant danger from both traditional (ordinary) threats, and especially intensified in modern conditions of organized crime. The presence of various risks and threats in such activities is several orders of magnitude greater than in other activities, as it is often accompanied by pressure from law enforcement, crime, various threats, terrorist acts, accidents, conflicts, often leading to financial, material, information losses and deaths.

In addition to this, in the world and in business there is a constant information struggle, which is conducted both openly and secretly. Such a struggle is waged between states, enterprises and firms for zones of influence, for markets, for property, for the protection of their own interests, etc. And in this struggle are widely used methods and means of information confrontation and counteraction [23; 24]. Today, almost every large company (firm) collects information about its competitors, partners and contractors and at the same time is the object of close study by private intelligence services.

In view of the above, today among the priority tasks of criminalistics are of particular importance the problems of application of criminalistic knowledge in the field of business security, which necessitates special training of highly professional lawyers in this field of knowledge. There is an urgent need to teach students (students, cadets) the basics of such counteraction, while using special criminalistic techniques, tools and methods. To solve such problems, it is necessary to offer appropriate special programs, on the basis of which appropriate special courses are developed. For example, on the basis of a master’s program to carry out training on “Criminalistic security of entrepreneurial business and activity”.

In this regard, promising areas of research and possible special courses for masters of law may be: “Technical and criminalistic means of information protection”; “Criminalistic tools and methods of counteracting raider seizures”; “Criminalistic security of document circulation”; “Criminalistic staffing”; “Criminalistic support of business intelligence”; “Criminalistic support of internal investigations”; “Tactics of
negotiating with the counterparty”; "Criminalistic support for the organization of computer security of business structures”; "Tactics of interaction of business structures with law enforcement and regulatory authorities”; "Tactics of protection against illegal actions of government officials”; "Domestic and foreign experience in protecting business from illegal actions".

These topics can be promising areas of research in criminalistics, the main purpose of which is to develop and form a system of knowledge, skills and abilities to provide criminalistic tools and methods of protection and successful business and entrepreneurial activity. For example, in the field of property security of business structures, criminalistics develops and applies systems of dactyloscopic and biometric identification, video surveillance, sound recording; methods of internal review and methods of protection against various types of internal fraud (misappropriation of money, theft of cash, securities, abuse of power); provides information retrieval and analytical activities in the conduct of business intelligence, including measures to protect against industrial espionage.

Criminalistic support of information security should include protection of communications, information processing facilities; issues of detection, prevention and cessation of encroachments in the field of information constituting a trade secret from leaks through technical channels; main directions of information systems protection; data protection on paper, where it is necessary to present such aspects of criminalistic document science as forgery of document details both in traditional ways and with the use of modern computer technologies, and ways of its recognition; means and technologies of protection of requisites of documents against forgery (signatures, seals, letterhead, etc.) and ways of their improvement; document flow (regulatory support and requirements to it, features of work with confidential documents).

Of particular importance in modern conditions is the criminalistic security of work with personnel, which includes the study of the procedure for checking the candidate for the position; tactics of interviewing him when hiring, the use of a polygraph to determine the reliability of persons selected for work, etc. As practice shows, one of the significant risk factors in ensuring the economic security of business structures is their staff. Therefore, the means and methods of criminalistic crime prevention in these areas should be widely used.

Of particular importance for the protection of business is the conduct of internal investigations of conflict situations in the enterprise, the company, which is usually carried out on their own, and the features of their conduct based on methods of investigating crimes against property (theft, fraud, abuse of power, etc.) [25; 26; 27; 28]. As we can see, there is a fact of borrowing tools and methods studied and created by one science - criminalistics, which are widely used in other areas of "illegal" practice. It is seen that along with the borrowing and adaptation of such criminalistic knowledge should be their theoretical understanding, generalization and adaptation to certain realities, which allows us to talk about the formation of a new scientific direction in criminalistics, related to business law, economics, on the one hand and criminalistics - on the other[29; 30]. Criminalistics, in turn, expands its scope, extending to business and in general to the non-judicial sphere of public relations; thereby enriching with new knowledge.

Conclusions. In view of the above, in our opinion, in today’s realities the following areas are of particular importance: 1) the task of criminalistics in the field of business security and business, protection from criminal prosecution, needs a solution as soon as possible; 2) one of the important areas of such activities is
Criminalistic security of property of business structures and protection against industrial espionage, which involves the use of dactyloscopic and biometric identification, video surveillance, sound recording, information retrieval and analytical activities; 33) there is a need to develop theoretical and applied foundations for the use of criminalistic knowledge is inextricably linked with criminalistic document science, which is expressed in the use of various means of protecting documents from forgery and thus provides one of the important aspects of information security of entrepreneurial activity; 4) theoretical and practical foundations of the situational approach to solving the problems of investigation and trial, developed in criminalistics, can be successfully used in any legal and other law enforcement activities, including in the field of business security (activity); 5) criminalistic security in work with personnel, the main directions of which are the verification of candidates for positions, tactical bases of interviewing candidates when hiring, including the use of polygraph, graphological diagnostics and other areas of advanced research in this field of knowledge, is also gaining special importance taking into account the best domestic and foreign experience and the best world practices.

In modern realities, the theoretical and applied bases of application of methods and means of criminalistics, including the preventive function in the field of business security and entrepreneurial activity, are in great demand [31]. It is seen that their purpose is to assist in compliance with legal requirements in various judicial and non-judicial spheres of public relations, including criminalistic security of business and business in our country, protection from criminal prosecution of entrepreneurs (businessmen), as the problem of combating unjustified criminal prosecution is really quite relevant today and needs to be resolved as soon as possible. Thus, in today's realities, a very promising area of research in criminalistic doctrine now is the need to form and further develop the criminalistic theory of support security entrepreneurial activity and business in Ukraine, part of which is criminalistic information security.
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